If you count cash, then an
Omega 230 can help you!
The Omega 230 is our top of the range count-by-weight ‘cash
counting’ machine designed for businesses that demand a higher
level of ﬂexibility, particularly in the processing of non-cash items
such as coupons and pro-active management of cash on the shop
ﬂoor. This allows businesses to actively monitor till discrepancies
and speed up random till checks throughout the day. Multiple lifts
throughout the day can be reconciled with ‘end of day’ till counts.
It is ideal for customers who need the ﬂexibility to quickly open or
close tills according to customer demand.
Our weight-based ‘cash counting’ products help your business work
more efficiently and are proven to prevent cash loss or shrinkage.
Counting by weight is considerably faster and easier than counting
by hand and highly accurate. Additionally, our products can count
bills, coins, coupons, and instantly reconcile takings allowing you to
conduct on-the-spot audit checks.

•

Counts bills, coins & coupons

•

Saves time

•

Easy to use

•

Portable

Scan our QR
Code for more
information
about our
products.

“Takes less than a minute to count a till”
http://www.trinityresources-us.com

Cashmaster Omega 230
Cash counting by hand can be a time consuming and labor
intensive task where mistakes can be common.
Using a Cashmaster Omega weight-based machine is a fast, simple
and highly accurate method of cash counting. Time is money so let
Cashmaster save you both.
Every Cashmaster count-by-weight machine is built to the highest
standard with the most advanced technology. They are lightweight,
durable and portable with silent operation and a small footprint. Making
them ideal for the retail and banking sectors, in an office or even a
front-of-house environment.

Some features of the
Cashmaster Omega 230 include:
50 or more till counts
8 hour battery life and
mains connection
Integrated printer and connectivity
(optional)
Counts coupons, vouchers
and tokens
Ideal for multiple lifts, counts, safe
counts and banking counts
Numeric keypad for user
identification
Embedded and intuitive intelligence
Multi-currency
Data storage capability

Our trusted USA Distributor...

Trinity Resources is a leading distributor of Cashmaster products
throughout North America. Cashmaster International is a global
company specializing in manufacturing count-by-weight ‘cash
counting’ products. Our clients include some of the world’s largest
Blue Chip international companies in the Retail, Banking, QSR,
Supermarkets, C-Stores and Schools.
Trinity Resources works with their customers to increase profitability
in all cash management operations by reducing cash counting time,
increase accuracy, give back productivity, reduce shrink & fraud.
Some customers include, Dollar General, Chic-fil-A, TJX Companies,
McDonald’s, Burger King, Panera Bread, ASDA (Wal-Mart UK), American
Eagle Outfitters, Wendy’s International and Food Basic’s (Canada).

pkelly@trinityresources-us.com

1-941-778-2945

www.trinityresources-us.com

Bradenton, FL 34209
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